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Abstract— Software testing is considered as one of the key 

phases in the software-development life cycle (SDLC). The 

main objective of software testing is to detect the faults either 

through manual testing or with automated testing approach. 

The most commonly adopted software testing approach in 

industries is test case based testing (TCBT) which is usually 

done manually. TCBT is mainly used by the software testers 

to formalize and guide their testing activities and set 

theoretical principals for testing. Model based testing (MBT) 

is widely used automation software testing technique to 

generate and execute the tests. Black-box testing, on the 

other hand is a method of software testing that examines the 

functionality of an application based on the specifications. 

All the three techniques are showing their prominence in real 

time with some pros and cons. However, there is no formal 

comparison available among these three techniques. The 

main objective of this paper is to find out the difference in 

test cases in TCBT, MBT and Black-box in terms of 

providing better test coverage (Statement, Branch and Path), 

requirement, traceability, cost and time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Software-development processes have been studied for 

decades, and it has been suggested that software-

development is considered reliable when it is done through a 

systematic approach[30]. In addition, the selection of 

appropriate tools and techniques also helps to assure high-

quality [32]. Within the software-development process, the 

role of testing is of utmost importance as it is regarded as 

being the primary activity to collectively establish quality 

assurance indirectly [36]. The traditional approach to 

software testing is where developers develop the code, 

which is later tested. Testing is traditionally defined as a 

process of executing test cases that are designed from test 

case designing techniques [7,33]. A testing process can be 

either manual or automated. In automated software testing, 

all the software testing activities can be done automatically. 

Automated software testing is one, gaining its importance in 

recent times. However, it cannot replace manual testing 

completely. 

Test case based testing (TCBT) is one of the 

manual testing techniques that has been employed in 

software industries. Test case based testing strategy is a 

traditional testing approach which emphasizes on test cases 

[18]. TCBT helps the software testers to guide and validate 

their testing tasks and also to set the theoretical principals 

for testing [18,20]. In TCBT the test cases are planned and 

designed before the execution of testing. The primary idea 

behind TCBT is to design and document the test cases along 

with the inputs, outputs and the functionality of the system 

that has to be tested[3,20]. SWEBOK defined TCBT as 

designing of test case to validate the correct implementation 

of functional specification and which can also be mentioned 

as conformance, correctness or function testing [8]. Testing 

helps to measure the quality in software systems and 

according to the industrial experiences, it is said that the 

testing time usually depends on how big the system really is 

(i.e. system complexity). However, minor changes to the 

complex system may require a huge amount of time and 

effort to verify the quality. In order to overcome this, test 

automation rather than manual testing can be used.  

Model Based Testing (MBT) is one technique for 

test automation. MBT can be defined as the process of 

automating the test design where tests are automatically 

generated from a model of the System under Test (SUT)[7]. 

MBT can be seen as a testing where test cases are derived 

from design models, which are projected from system 

models at a high abstraction level. MBT is tightly associated 

with commercial tools, which has been evolving in both 

usability and functionality lately. One reason for selecting 

MBT among all other testing approaches is because it aims 

to solve problems like automating the design of functional 

test cases in order to cut down the design cost, generating a 

systematic coverage of the model, reducing maintenance 

costs of test suits since a traceability matrix can be 

generated automatically from requirements to test cases. 

Black-box testing is a method of software testing 

that examines the functionality of an application based on 

the specifications. It is also known as Specifications based 

testing. Independent Testing Team usually performs this 

type of testing during the software testing life cycle. This 

method of test can be applied to each and every level of 

software testing such as unit, integration, system and 

acceptance testing. 

B. Model Based Testing 

A good software tester cannot avoid models. In order to test 

one simple software solution, testers have to create models 

in their minds and apply test procedures according to those 

models. Models are important when quality is in focus, and 

it is the future of software-development, when quality will 

be the only distinguishing factor between the vendors [14]. 

MBT is used to test the application thoroughly by explicitly 

defining the models in the design phase and then by creating 

test cases according to those models. In short, the steps in 

working with MBT include the understandability of the 

system under test (SUT), i.e. the software is developed 

according to the right requirements. After that design 

models are generated from those requirements, and then test 

cases are generated by using a tool from those designs. 

Finally, after implementing the system, testing is done 

according to those generated test cases. 

1) Understanding the SUT 

In this step, the requirements are understood and the SUT is 

analyzed properly with all possible environment behaviors. 
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The prototype creation is a good way to understand the SUT 

because in model based testing understanding the 

environment is as important as understanding the SUT itself. 

A model of the SUT is created on the basis of requirements, 

e.g. the software requirement specification document (SRS). 

It is developed with the understandability of behaviors of 

SUT under different environments at different abstraction 

levels [7]. One common abstraction can be each possible 

input connected to the output. 

2) Test Selection Criteria and Test Case Generation 

This is one of the most important steps in MBT because the 

purpose is to define test cases, which should be good enough 

to detect severe and likely faults at acceptable cost. The test 

selection criteria are developed in order to choose specific 

behavioral models of the SUT that would require testing, i.e. 

indirectly it describes a test suite. After having test selection 

criteria, test case specifications are developed which 

transforms the test selection criteria to an operational 

profile, i.e. test cases are generated at this stage [7,14]. 

3) Test Case Execution 

This step can be performed by recalling that the model and 

the SUT are at different abstraction levels, which should be 

bridged. It is mainly done by executing the test case by 

giving a concrete input to the SUT and recording its output. 

The input is concretized and abstracted by a component 

known as an “adaptor”. It also takes care of output by 

making it abstract. After that, output is compared to the 

expected result. The result can be pass, fail or inconclusive 

(in the case when decision cannot be yet made). 

 
Fig. 1: MBT Process 

C. Test Case Based Testing 

Test case based testing is considered as traditional method 

of testing in which, test cases are defined and planned in 

conjunction with expected results with respect to 

requirements [5]. TCBT consists of documented tests which 

comprises of both actual values that are to be used as inputs 

and as well as pre anticipated outputs. 

The structure of test case as follows: 

1) Pre –condition for test execution. 

2) Set of inputs i.e. values and actions. 

3) Expected outputs and post conditions. 

4) Compliance with specific requirements 

 
Fig. 2: TCBT Process 

However, we are using ISO/IEC 29119 software 

testing standard to describe Test Case Based testing 

approach. The reason for choosing this process is because it 

is a new standard which replaces all the other existing 

software testing standards like IEEE 1008 unit testing and 

IEEE 829 test documentation. The TCBT process is as 

follows: 

1) Test planning 

The main intention behind a test plan is to specify the scope, 

resource allocation, test approaches and to schedule the test 

activities [5,30]. Moreover, test plan also gives the detailed 

information about the product under test, its related risks 

and mitigations and features to be tested along with the 

resources that are responsible for accomplishing each testing 

task. 

2) Test Monitoring and Control 

The purpose of this section is to ensure that the test tasks are 

accomplished along with the defined test plan and other 

policies, which also influence the test process. Test 

monitoring and control phase can be applied to overall 

project or to any individual test phase. 

3) Test Completion Criteria 

This process assures the test assets availability to the 

respective stakeholders for using afterwards in conjunction 

with the documented results of testing. Test assets also 

include test plans, test specification and test environment 

infrastructure. 

4) Test Design and implementation 

Test design and implementation phase comes prior to test 

execution phase. This phase is for developing test 

procedures which will be executed in the test execution 

phase. Test cases execution requirements and test conditions 
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are derived from the process. Every test case contains 

related information about the features to be tested, test 

approaches and P/F criteria (P: pass, F: fail) 

5) Test Execution 

In this phase the test cases that are developed from test 

design and execution phase are executed for recording the 

results and outcomes against the test case that are executed 

[30]. The successful outcomes of test execution process as 

follows: 

 Test case execution 

 Recording a test out come 

 Actual vs. expected results comparison 

 The test results (pass/fail) 

 Maintenance of test execution log 

6) Test Incident reporting 

This phase is for reporting the issues and anomalies that are 

detected in the execution phase which requires further 

action. 

D. Black-Box Testing 

Black Box Testing is a testing technique where no 

knowledge of the internal functionality and structure of the 

system is available [7]. This testing technique treats the 

system as a black box or closed box. The tester only knows 

the formal inputs and expected outputs, but does not know 

how the program actually arrives at those outputs. As a 

result, all testing must be based on functional specifications. 

For this reason, black box testing is also considered to be 

functional testing and is also a form of behavioral testing or 

opaque box testing or simply closed box testing. Although 

black box testing is behavioral testing, behavioral test design 

is slightly different from black box test design because 

internal knowledge may be available in behavioral testing 

[9]. 

 
Fig. 3: Black box Testing Model 

The research in black-box testing mainly focuses 

on how to maximize the effectiveness of testing with 

minimum cost, usually the number of test cases. It is not 

possible to exhaust the input space, but it is possible to 

exhaustively test a subset of the input space. Partitioning is 

one of the common techniques. If we have partitioned the 

input space and assume all the input values in a partition is 

equivalent, then we only need to test one representative 

value in each partition to sufficiently cover the whole input 

space [9]. Domain testing partitions the input domain into 

regions, and consider the input values in each domain an 

equivalent class. Domains can be exhaustively tested and 

covered by selecting a representative value(s) in each 

domain. Boundary values are of special interest. Experience 

shows that test cases that explore boundary conditions have 

a higher payoff than test cases that do not. Boundary value 

analysis requires one or more boundary values selected as 

representative test cases. The difficulties with domain 

testing are that incorrect domain definitions in the 

specification cannot be efficiently discovered.  

II. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

A. Method 

We’re just providing a method that can be used to conduct a 

comparative analysis for all the three testing techniques 

[15]. However, we have not conducted any real experiments. 

This is just an outline about how to compare different 

testing methods. This type of comparison can be used to 

scientifically find out the best testing technique out of the 

three. 

B. Experiment 

Interviews can be conducted on college students and 

professionals who had prior experience working on these 

three testing models. The goal of this phase is to 

dynamically validate the findings of such interview results 

[15, 26]. This part is documented just to ensure that, 

important factors are properly documented and defined 

before going to the actual execution. The purpose of this 

experiment is to validate the results of interviews 

dynamically. The time consumed (t) to create the test cases, 

requirement traceability and test coverage (branch, 

statement and path) were calculated and compared to the 

data from interviews. The experiment can done with the 

students of software engineering and computer science 

disciplines [24]. Another purpose of this experiment is to 

create a baseline for future work. 

Before actual execution of the experiment, all the 

experiments were educated on their respective methodology 

(i.e. MBT or TCBT or BB). At the beginning of experiment, 

system requirements can be given to the experiment subjects 

and proper explanation can be provided by the authors.  

Some activities of definition phase are mentioned below: 

1) Goal Definition 

The goal is to dynamically validate the results of the 

interviews and to find out which technique can be actually 

better in providing better test cases [30]. Which means that, 

time consumption(t) to create the test cases, requirement 

traceability and the test coverage (branch, statement and 

path) were calculated for the three test approaches (MBT, 

TCBT and BB). The aim was to compare the mentioned 

measures for the three approaches and find out which is 

better and in providing better test cases. 

2) Object of Study 

Model Based Testing (MBT), Test Case Based Testing 

(TCBT) and Black-Box(BB) approaches were used as 

objects of study. 

3) Purpose 

The purpose of the experiment iss to compare the values of 

time, cost, requirement, traceability and test coverage for the 

three approaches (MBT, TCBT and BB) and, to draw the 

final conclusion on the basis of those values. 

C. Planning 

In this part, selection of subjects, hypothesis, formation, 

experimentation, context and variable selection are to be 

indentified and documented. Following are some areas of 

planning phase: 
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1) Selection of Subjects 

The experiment subjects should be selected on the basis of 

interest in software testing, background and experience in 

the domain of software testing and software-development.  

2) Experimentation Context 

The experiment should be conducted in three sessions. One 

session should be dedicated to the MBT group, the other 

session, to the TCBT group and finally the last, to the BB 

group.  

3) Variable Selection 

There are two types of variables in the controlled 

experiments, i.e. dependent and independent variables. The 

dependent variables are time(t), cost(c), requirement 

traceability, branch coverage, path coverage and statement 

coverage. The independent variables are testing approach 

and personal experiences. 

4) Hypothesis formation 

 The results that will be obtained after the study will be 

compared to the following hypotheses: 

 H0-qual: The comparison between MBT (or TCBT) 

and TCBT (or BB) will result no significant changes in 

terms of test coverage (branch and path), requirement 

traceability, cost and time. 

 H1: Comparing MBT (or TCBT) and TCBT (or BB), 

the results from the experiment will reflect major 

changes in terms of coverage (state, branch, path and 

transition), requirement traceability, cost and time. 

We have to calculate three times for the three 

different testing techniques. (MBT,TCBT and BB). 

D. Results and Analysis 

This section of the document provides the analysis and 

result of the experiment phase [26]. Furthermore, this 

section highlights the conclusion and validity threats to 

dynamic validation. The analysis of the data will be done by 

descriptive statistics i.e. graphs will be made in order to 

statistically analyze the experiment results. After that, 

hypothesis testing will be done in order to check that 

whether H0-qual can be rejected and conclusion can be 

drawn from it. 

1) Test Coverage 

In test coverage; branch, statement and path coverage will 

be calculated for all the three approaches (MBT, TCBT and 

BB). 

2) Cost and Time 

The cost will be calculated by giving each team “x” value as 

standard cost per minute. For calculation we can set a 

standard value which is 0.5 units / minute i.e. 30 units / hr. 

The cost is calculated with respect to time consumed by 

each team. Cost was calculated by: 

Cost = jobtime (in minutes) * wage 

For the analysis, graphs can be developed for the 

three teams in order to show the differences between the 

time and cost for the teams of MBT, TCBT and BB. 

3) Requirement Traceability 

Random test cases can be generated in MBT, TCBT and BB 

by using tools like Model J-unit. From the experiment 

results, it is hard to say that which technique is better in 

providing test cases. So in order to show some significant 

difference among MBT, TCBT and BB, we can perform 

statistical test on the obtained results. As we have very small 

samples, performing a t-test is not appropriate here for this 

reason, we can use a non-parametric test called the Mann-

Whitney U test. Basically non-parametric tests are used in 

order to overcome the fundamental assumptions of 

normality in parametric tests. 

4) Mann-Whitney U Test 

The Mann-Whitney U test is used to test whether two 

independent samples of observations are drawn from 

identical or same distributions [17]. An advantage with this 

test is it is not necessary to have same number of 

observations on the both samples. 

Suppose we have a sample of n1 number of 

observations in group A (i.e. from one population) and 

sample of n2 number of observations in another group B. 

The Mann – Whitney U test is based on the criteria 

of comparing every observation of first group (group A) 

with every observation in the other group (group B). The 

total number of pair-wise comparisons is n1*n2. 

5) Calculations 

U (A): n1n2+0.5(n1) (n1+1)-R1 

U (B): n1n2+0.5(n2) (n2+1)-R2 

n1 and n2 are size of the observations and R1 and R2 are 

sum of the ranks of observations of A and B respectively. 

U is calculated as the smaller of the two values U 

(A) and U (B). A table can be used to find out the critical U 

value for the Mann- Whitney U test. If the obtained U value 

is less than the critical U value of the table, then we reject 

the null hypothesis. 

We have to conduct this test three times. (for 

(TCBT, MBT), (MBT, BB) and (BB, TCBT)) 

E. Conclusion 

Based on the above methods, we can easily find out which 

of the three testing techniques is the most efficient. 
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